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Detective 
Joins IVFP 
Following 

Student 
Protests, 
Demands 

Professor Kirrtman began his education at Columbia University and received his Ph.D. in Physical Chemistry in 1961. He began his UCSB career 
52 years ago specializing in quantum theory and developed his own course on the social responsibility of scientists in response to the Vietnam War. 
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G.O.L.D.  
Prepares 
Mobile 

Updates

Oldest UCSB Prof. Taught Through 
Vietnam, Civil Rights Movement
Maura Fox
University News Editor

When Professor Bernard Kirtman began teaching at 
UC Santa Barbara 52 years ago, the Vietnam War was in 
full swing and the university was on the cusp of academic 
and social revolution. 

Today, at 82 years old, Kirtman says he never guessed 
he would be the longest active teaching professor at 
UCSB.

With vast knowledge of chemistry and university 
history as well as a witty sense of humor, Kirtman is 
the kind of professor who prompts the image of a long 
conversation over a cup of tea. 

He instantly make guests feel welcome in his paper-
cluttered office on the fourth floor of the chemistry 
building. 

Kirtman is a professor in the chemistry department 
and specializes in the quantum theory of electronic 
structure, which requires predicting the properties of 
all chemical systems based on the electronic motions in 
their atomic systems. 

Born on March 30, 1935, and originally from New 
York, Kirtman went to Columbia University for under-
graduate studies and received a Ph.D. in physical chemis-
try from Harvard University in 1961. 

The year 1965 was an exciting time for UCSB because 

the campus was expanding geographically and academi-
cally, Kirtman said. 

“The campus had decided to grow and I think that’s 
part of why I came here,” Kirtman said. “It was going to 
grow into a major research university.” 

“I get lost walking on the campus myself,” he joked, 
adding that the many construction projects over the 
years have transformed the university. The chemistry 

building where his office is located was not yet construct-
ed when Kirtman began teaching in 1965.

As Kirtman reflected on his most memorable 
moments at UCSB, he recalled the Vietnam War as a 

critical turning point in politics on campus and in the 
university’s academic curriculum. 

Kirtman said during the war he was responsible for 
managing a crisis courses program, in which professors 
could alter their class syllabi to include information 
about the operation in Vietnam. 

“Professors could either participate in that program 
and change the orientation of their course for a quarter 
to meet what was going on in Vietnam, or continue the 
way they were going,” Kirtman explained. 

While Kirtman did not reorganize his own classes on 
quantum theory to address the Vietnam War, he created 
a course for all students on the social responsibility of 
scientists in response to the war.

“At the very beginning of the course, I had to reorient 
the class to develop the scientific way of thinking about 
things,” he said, noting that scientists and humanists 
differ in the way they reach conclusions and answers to 
problems. 

In bridging scientific thinking and social issues, 
Kirtman connected the way science was becoming 
increasingly political and addressed how scientists 
should be vocal in scientific political dialogue.

Kirtman said his own son researches climate science 
at the University of Miami in Florida and said he hopes 
his son becomes involved in the political debate sur-

Santa Barbara is a great 
place to live and work 
with very good faculty 
and students. So, why 
leave?

”- BERNARD KIRTMAN
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The UC Santa Barbara Registrar is 
making improvements to the Gaucho 
On-Line Data (G.O.L.D.) website that 
will make it more mobile-friendly and 
consistent with other UCSB websites. 

G.O.L.D. is a website on which 
students can access their UCSB cours-
es and schedules as well as check 
their graduation requirements and 
degree audits. The university released 
the current version of G.O.L.D. in the 
beginning of 2006, and the website 
has not undergone changes since its 
launch. 

The new updates will make the 
website more compatible with mobile 
phones and alter the color scheme 
and design to align with other web-
sites, such as the official university 
website, which is clearer and more 
modern than the current G.O.L.D. 
site. 

“We made attempts to make it 
look and feel like a UCSB site. Right 
now, it’s kind of its own thing,” said 
Anthony Schmid, the Associate 
Registrar for Information Systems.

Schmid said the Registrar has 
been working on the updates for 
approximately one year. The mobile 
version of the website will be com-
pleted by the end of the calendar 
year, as the Registrar has decided on 
the appearance of the website and 
is waiting for developers to edit and 
test the site. 

Schmid said the changes will 
make G.O.L.D. “more manageable” 
for students to access the website on 
their phone. He said approximately 
44 percent of the 4,864,849 times 
G.O.L.D. has been accessed in the 
past year has been through mobile 
phones. 

“Whenever I try to access G.O.L.D. 
on my phone to check things, it’s a bit 
of a pain to navigate and have to 
pinch and zoom to see anything,” 
Schmid said. 

The Registrar is also making 
adjustments to the “Graduation” 
page on G.O.L.D. to be more straight-
forward and is redesigning the 
“Advanced Course Search” function, 
Schmid said. There is not a set date 
for the completion of these projects. 

University Registrar Leesa Beck 
also said the Registrar is interested 
in making it easier to find and use 
degree audits to help more students 

Jose Ochoa
County News Editor

A full-time detective with spe-
cialized training in sexual assault 
investigations joined the Isla Vista 
Foot Patrol on Tuesday, according to 
the Santa Barbara County Sheriff’s 
Office.

Detective Julio Gutierrez is 
bilingual and has worked with the 
Isla Vista Foot Patrol (IVFP) for 
two of his 12 years in the Santa 
Barbara County Sheriff’s Office 
(SBSO), according to SBSO spokes-
person Kelly Hoover. Gutierrez was 
assigned to IVFP because of his 
work as a detective in the Criminal 
Investigations Division for one year, 
according to Hoover.

The I.V. Community Services 
District (CSD) recently considered 
hiring a specialized sexual assault 
detective for as much as $120,000. 
The board members addressed the 
issue during a Sept. 12 meeting, dur-
ing which they discussed expand-
ing UCSB’s Community Service 
Organization (CSO) escort program.

During the meeting last week, 
CSD board chair Ethan Bertrand 
said he spoke with UCPD Police 
Chief Dustin Olson about a potential 
new hire. Bertrand said IVFP was 
not meeting an adequate “service 
level” in addressing sexual assault 
issues prior to Gutierrez’s hire.

UCSB students agreed last May 
when over 100 students crowded 
Chancellor Henry T. Yang’s office 
demanding a reform of the way sex-
ual assault cases were handled. 

Ro’Shawndra Earvin, a UCSB 
student, said during the May sit-
in that IVFP poorly handled her 
rape case. IVFP told her that they 
couldn’t respond to her allegations 
because it was out of their jurisdic-
tion, Earwin said.

Bertrand told the Nexus on 

IVRPD Looks To Fill Recent Board Vacancy
Jose Ochoa
County News Editor

   
The Isla Vista Recreation and Park Distr ict 

(IVRPD) is looking for a board member to serve the 
remaining leg of UCSB alumna Paola De La Cruz’s 
term after she resigned from the board of directors 
in August.  

De La Cruz, a recipient of UC Santa Barbara’s 
highest honor, resigned on Aug. 18 to join the 
California Capital Fel lows Judicial Program in 
Oakland, Calif. 

She was elected to a four-year term on the IVRPD 
board in 2014, during which she said she learned to 
honor the history of the Chumash who previously 
inhabited Santa Barbara, understand complexities 
of a local governing body and deepen her respect for 
the environment and its history.

She graduated in 2017 with a bachelor’s degree in 
history of public policy and a 3.7 GPA. She worked 
as the external vice president for local affairs and 
created the Beloved Community Conference, a con-
ference comprised of 30 workshops, presentations 
and art exhibitions.

De La Cruz recommended candidates from the 

2016 election ballot as her replacement for the 
remaining one year and two months of her board 
seat. Matias Eusterbrock, David Hubbard and Clark 
Covolo each lost an election last year to fil l a sepa-
rate four-year term. 

The IVRPD provides multiple services for I.V. 
residents, including a street clean-up project, graf-
fiti removal and parks maintenance.

The IVRPD prov ides 
mul t ip le ser v ices for 
I.V. residents including 
Adopt-a-Block, a street 
clean-up project, graffiti 
abatement and parks 
maintenance.

We made attempts 
to make it look and 
feel like a UCSB 
site. Right now, 
it’s kind of its own 
thing.

- ANTHONY SCHMID
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Paola De La Cruz, elected to the Isla Vista Recreation & Park District board in 
2014, said her position helped her appreciate the history of Santa Barbara.
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WEATHER
The Weatherhuman updates you with achey legs 

and an angry heart. It’s only Week Zero and ze has 
already gotten T-boned by a biker.

Tomorrow’s Forecast: Ze expects new students to 
recognize that the ’human is too old for this shit.

ACROSS
1 Place to stand

around with a
round

4 Musical triad
9 Desert plants

14 Self-image
15 New staffer
16 Popular email

provider
17 Field for 19- or

40-Down
18 Florida Keys, e.g.
20 Master
22 “You’re on!”
23 The Beatles’ last

studio album
26 Slip-up on the set
31 Seeping
33 Best-selling

touchscreen
device

34 Co. that makes
stuff

36 Tyrolean refrain
38 Ambulance wail
39 Middle-earth

menaces
41 “Get out of my

sight”
43 Gumbo veggie
44 “24” superagent

Jack
46 Diamond surface
48 Fa-la link
49 “Sure, let’s do

lunch”
51 Everest expert
53 The one in a one-

two, usually
55 Explore caves
58 Top Olympic

medals, in
Barcelona

60 Bandleader Kay
61 Elusive

evolutionary
connection, or the
elusive feature of
the ends of 18-
Across and 3-
and 28-Down

67 Give the heave-
ho

68 Committee type
69 Lamp dwellers
70 Something to

chew
71 Fort __, Indiana
72 Pilfer
73 New Orleans-to-

Miami dir.

DOWN
1 What really matters

2 Come to terms
3 Injury-prone area

for pitchers
4 Cheaply made
5 Bathrobe

designation
6 NBA’s Magic, on

scoreboards
7 Tackle Tolstoy, say
8 Cygnus

supergiant
9 One-eyed

monster
10 Sigh of pleasure
11 All the tea in

China?
12 You, to Yves
13 + molecule, e.g.
19 Surrealist

Salvador
21 Carnival setting
24 Bookstore sect.
25 Words before

“time” or “the line”
27 Buckeye’s home
28 Meat ingredient in

many stuffing
recipes

29 Año beginning
30 Kidney-related
32 Actress Rowlands

et al.
34 Big name in oil
35 Bowling score

sheet division

37 Highland waters
40 Spanish muralist

José María
42 Blubber
45 Shout

“Hallelujah!”
47 One who can do

a perfect Vulcan
salute

50 Come by honestly
52 Tissue box word
54 5-time A.L. batting

champ Wade

56 Connection
57 Krispy __:

doughnut chain
59 Did in, as a

dragon
61 Animal’s gullet
62 Mont. neighbor
63 Just short
64 Holy Trinity

member
65 Pasta suffix
66 1-Across 

quickie

By Michael Dewey
(c)2012 Tribune Media Services, Inc. 04/24/12
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ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

RELEASE DATE– Tuesday, April 24, 2012

Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Rich Norris and Joyce Nichols Lewis

xwordeditor@aol.com

SOLUTION TO MONDAY’S PUZZLE

Complete the grid
so each row, 
column and 
3-by-3 box
(in bold borders)
contains every
digit, 1 to 9. 
For strategies on
how to solve
Sudoku, visit
www.sudoku.org.uk

© 2012 The Mepham Group. Distributed by 
Tribune Media Services. All rights reserved.

4/24/12

Level: 1 2 3 4

CLASSIFIEDS
Miscellaneous
Have you been arrested? Are 
you unsure of the next steps in 
the criminal justice process? 

For straight talking and cost 
effective advice call 
(805) 680 5386 or book an 
appointment online at 
www.rbe-law.com
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http://ucal.us/undoc
More info at:

If your DACA permit expires between 
September 5, 2017 and March 5th, 2018, 
you must apply for a renewal by 
October 5th, 2017. Limited grants are 
available to cover the $495 renewal cost. 
Apply now.

Continued from p.1
DETECTIVE 

Wednesday that the CSD will probably 
wait to hire a new detective until they 
decide whether sexual assault cases are 
now being handled properly. 

The CSD is also considering expanding 
UCSB’s CSO escort program to provide 
more service to I.V. during high traffic 
nights.

The cost of the escort program expan-
sion was originally $120,000 of UCSB’s 
annual $200,000 pledged to the CSD. 
Bertrand said the cost of the program is 
likely closer to $45,000, creating room for 
a new hire.

SBSO will continue to pay Gutierrez’s 
salary through the Criminal Investigations 
Division, the department from which he is 
transferring. According, to public records, 
Julio Gutierrez received $206,711 in total 
pay and benefits in 2016.

On the timing of Gutierrez’s appoint-
ment in relation to the CSD’s plans, Hoover 
said the Sheriff’s Office has wanted to cre-
ate the assignment for “quite some time” 
but said she could not specify when the 
move was first considered and that SBSO 
has been “involved in all of these discus-
sions” about public safety in I.V.

IVFP is a partnership between sheriff’s 

deputies and UC Santa Barbara police offi-
cers (UCPD) created in 1971 that patrols 
I.V. on foot or bicycle. IVFP has a staff of 
12 deputies and three UCPD officers.

Gutierrez is now tasked with han-
dling I.V. investigations, including sexual 
assault and violent crime. According to fig-
ures from SBSO, I.V. has seen five sexual 
assaults and 26 violent crimes in the first 
half of 2017.

Detective Gutierrez has investigated 
multiple violent crimes in Goleta and I.V., 
including homicide, rape, kidnapping, 
robbery and felony battery, according to 
Hoover. 

Gutierrez said in the news release his 
goal is to “make a difference in the Isla 
Vista community” and “feel[s] fortunate” 
that he will be working in a community 
that provided him “great experiences in 
my career.”

In Sept. 2013, then-California Attorney 
General Kamala D. Harris presented then-
deputy Gutierrez with an award for his 
heroics when he and former UCPD officer 
Kevin Kilgore swam over 100 feet to save 
a drowning woman at Goleta Beach and 
tended to the victim while paramedics 
arrived.
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Isla Vista Violent Crime and Rape Statistics, 2014 to 2017
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26*
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* Data for 2017 is incomplete and only includes reports from  January to June

Julio Gutierrez has worked for the Santa Barbara County Sheriff’s Office for 12 years and has training in cases dealing specifically with sexual 
assault. This new addition to the I.V. Foot Patrol came several months after a sit-in calling for UCSB to reform its handling of sexual assault cases.

Courtesy of Santa Barbara County Sheriff’s Office
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COME BY YASA TODAY! 

NEw STuDENT SpECiAl 
$33 fOr 30 DAYS
Existing Client Special 35% off*
6 MONTh uNliMiTED MEMBErShip!
* Off regular Monthly Membership rate if paid up front. No other discounts apply. Offer Exp. 9/30/17

 

22 w. Mission St. | 805.845.4626 | YasaYoga.com

Fall Equinox Detox (Ayurveda & Yoga) 
~ Sun, Oct 1, 6:30p-9:30p $50

Partner Yoga ~ Mon, Oct 2, 7:30p-8:30p FREE Class
Meditation ~ Wed, Oct 4, 6:30p-7:30p FREE Class

Psychic Festival~ Sat, Oct. 7 11a-4p 
~ $25 for 20 min reading

COME BY YASA TODAY! 

NEw STuDENT SpECiAl 
$33 fOr 30 DAYS
Existing Client Special 35% off*
6 MONTh uNliMiTED MEMBErShip!
* Off regular Monthly Membership rate if paid up front. No other discounts apply. Offer Exp. 9/30/17

 

22 w. Mission St. | 805.845.4626 | YasaYoga.com

* Check out Class Schedule & Register for events at www.YasaYoga.com
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PROFESSOR 

rounding climate change. 
“I often say, ‘The lawyers think they can abolish the law of ther-

modynamics, which is a scientific law you can’t abolish,’ ” he said 
with a chuckle. “Science is made political by politicians and it is a 
very important issue right now.” 

Kirtman said he is most proud of his work with students who 
have gone on to careers in chemistry as well as his own research 
conducted in quantum theory. 

“There’s been a lot of individual research moments when the 
light bulb went on,” he said.

He is especially proud of the “revolutionary” work he did with 
quantum theory as applied to electric fields interacting with 
crystalline materials. This work was featured in a symposium in 
Rhodes, Greece, in 2009. 

While Kirtman said he certainly has favorite students, he said 
he believes any student can be successful if they are willing to work 
diligently.  

He also served as the chair of the chemistry department from 
1985 to 1994 and is the former chair of the Academic Senate. He 

was also one of the first professors to teach students in the College 
of Creative Studies when it formed in 1967. 

A love of UCSB runs in the family, as Kirtman’s wife also worked 
for the university as the director of publications for the Nexus. The 
couple will celebrate their 60th wedding anniversary in December. 

While his two children live on the East Coast, Kirtman said 
he loves the UC and California and does not have plans to leave 
anytime soon. 

“You don’t leave unless there’s good reason to leave,” he said. 
“Santa Barbara is a great place to live and work with very good 
faculty and students. So, why leave?”

Kirtman dedicated his life to academics and said working and 
being a part of a university has been extremely rewarding. As the 
school year begins, Kirtman advises all students to take advantage 
of UCSB’s unique classes and academic opportunities. 

“Have fun. It’s a great time of life and you have no responsi-
bilities,” Kirtman said enthusiastically, with perhaps a touch of 
nostalgia in his eyes. “Take everything that’s offered and pursue 
all your interests.” 

Courtesy of chem.ucsb.edu 

Continued from p.1
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The IVRPD board and staff will be giving 
their annual tour of the parks on Oct. 7 at 
10 a.m. Board members will give the public 
updates on infrastructure needs and proposed 
improvement projects. The group wil l meet 
at the IVRPD office before meeting at 961 
Embarcadero Del Mar.

Applicants must also submit a statement of 
economic interest form, Form 700, with the 
County of Santa Barbara. Forms can be found 
at www.fppc.ca.gov/index.php/id=500.

IVRPD provides services related to parks 
and outdoor spaces. Applicants must be I.V. 
residents and submit a written letter of inter-
est to the IVRPD no later than 5 p.m. on Oct. 
5. If the letter is sent by mail, it must be 
received by 5 p.m., not postmarked. 

The IVRPD board will review letters of 
interest at their Oct. 12 meeting and share the 
documents in a public agenda and board pack-
et 72 hours before the meeting. Applicants 
must be present at the Oct. 12 meeting.

Pep Rally Welcomes 
New Batch of Students

MCLANE BROWN / DAILY NEXUS 

MCLANE BROWN / DAILY NEXUS 
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Empower Others Through Psychology

21652

Various fields within psychology are quickly growing and call for dedicated professionals ready to make a difference in the lives of others. Prepare for these opportunities and 

advance your career with a master’s degree from Azusa Pacific. Benefit from a blend of classroom learning and practical application led by experienced faculty-mentors who 

integrate a Christian perspective in the field.

M.S. in Child Life
Prepare to become a qualified, compassionate child health care professional 

and help support children and their families facing challenging experiences, 

particularly traumatic medical situations. 

Learn more: apu.edu/childlife

M.S. in Research Psychology and Data Analytics
Cultivate advanced knowledge of social, behavioral, and psychological processes 

to prepare for the growing field of research and data analysis, and complete your 

degree in just one year.

Learn more: apu.edu/researchpsych

GET STARTED TODAY!  Call (626) 815-4570  
or email gpadmissions@apu.edu.

understand their academic progress and graduate on time
Schmid said, however, that the university is focused on updating the “look and 

feel” of the website before altering its functionality. 
Student Information Systems and Technology provides support for the 

Registrar’s websites and estimates the total project will cost between $15,000 and 
$20,000, depending on the amount of additional work needed based on the site 
testing.

Meanwhile, students have created their own extensions to the G.O.L.D. web-
site unaffiliated with the university. An application called GauchoMap launched 
on Oct. 2016 on Google Chrome that allows students to locate their classes on 
G.O.L.D. in an interactive map. 

Students have shared information about the application on Facebook groups 

such as Free & For Sale, a page on which students can buy and sell items like 
clothes and furniture. According to the Google Chrome web store, the application 
currently has 274 users. 

Schmid said students also added a Rate My Professor extension to the website, 
which lasted for approximately two years. He said the university is not concerned 
with the student-created extensions unless the extensions use the UCSB name 
and seal. 

Schmid said while the Registrar has not received any vocal complaints about 
the G.O.L.D. website, the Registrar wanted to upgrade the appearance of the site 
to keep it up-to-date with modern standards. 

“We figured it was time to move into the 20-teens [of technology],” Schmid 
said. 

Weekly Goings-
On in Isla Vista

SIERRA DEAK / DAILY NEXUS 

SCREAM FOR ICE CREAM
Reveri, a plant-based, vegan ice cream brand, will host a tasting at the Isla Vista Food 

Cooperative Thursday, Sept. 28, from 3 to 6 p.m. Participants can join this free event and 
sample a variety of ice cream flavors.

SAY CHEESE
The Isla Vista Food Cooperative recently updated its cheese sets. There will be a cheese 

tasting Thursday, Sept. 28, at 5 p.m. at the Co-op, where attendees can taste new cheese 
paired with crackers and new fruit spreads.   

HECTIC THURSDAY
The newly-opened Rincon Brewery will be hosting DJ Hecktik Thursday night from 6 to 

10 p.m. According to the event’s description on the brewery’s Facebook page, the venue wants 
to introduce itself to the Isla Vista community through this welcome event with a local DJ. 
There will be specials on their newly created I.V. Ale. There is no entrance fee for the event.  

HILLEL EVENTS
The Santa Barbara Hillel will host Kol Nidre at the Hillel Friday, Sept. 29, from 5 to 9 p.m. 

A pre-fast dinner will be held at 5 p.m. followed by services at 7 p.m. On Saturday, Sept. 30, 
from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m., the Hillel will host “Yom Kippur Day: Services & Break-Fast Meal.” 
Participants can attend a service at the Hillel and enjoy a complimentary dinner at 7:30 p.m. 
All are welcome, but the Hillel asks that attendees RSVP by calling (805) 968-1280. The 
Santa Barbara Hillel is located at 781 Embarcadero del Mar.

WELCOME BACK CONCERT
L.A. dynamic duo THEY., featuring Drew Love and Dante Jones, will perform at Storke 

Plaza Saturday  from 8 to 11 p.m. for the Welcome Back Concert hosted by Associated 

Continued from p.1
GOLD 

G.O.L.D., which hasn’t been updated since its implemementation in 2006, is being updated to become more mobile-friendly by the end of the calendar year.
JENNY LUO / DAILY NEXUS 
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Halloween 2017 parking restrictions in 
Isla Vista may affect you! 

 
 
 

Isla Vista Parking 
 

No street parking in Isla Vista beginning at 9am on 10/27 for Del Playa residents (6500, 6600, 6700); Camino Del Sur 
residents between Del Playa and Trigo; Camino Pescadero residents between Del Playa and Trigo; El Embarcadero residents 
between Del Playa and Top of Loop; Trigo residents on 6500 only. 

 
El Nido residents on 6500 and Sabado Tarde residents on 6500, 6600, 6700 do not need to move cars off street, but 
vehicles will not be allowed to enter or exit through roadblocks from 9am on 10/27 until determined by Law Enforcement. 

 
 

UCSB Campus Parking 
 

No Overnight Visitor Parking is allowed on the UCSB Campus from Friday October 27th through Sunday October 29th 

 

 Registered UCSB Undergrads with an Annual Night & Weekend parking permit can park in designated lots on campus beginning at 9am    
Friday, October 27th until 7:30am on Wednesday, November 1st. Parking is allowed only in Structure 22, 18 (Mesa Structure) and Lot 16 
(visitor spaces only). All other campus lots are subject to closure and may be physically closed. 

 
 Apply/order on-line by October 16th to ensure your permit arrives by USPS mail prior to October 27th. Visit our office to purchase a permit 

now through October 26th (permits ordered after the 16th are NOT guaranteed to arrive by the 27th). NOTE: Temporary paper permit printouts will not 
be valid during these dates. Vehicles must display the actual permit decal. 

 
Order online today!  Deadline to order is October 16th! 

  
Annual N/W permit is $52.50 plus $5.95 shipping/handling fee. 
  

Permit is valid through June 30, 2018.   
  

One permit per registered student; vehicle must be linked to permit.              
  http://www.tps.ucsb.edu 

Hair Services: Regular Price: Special Price:
Partial Highlights, Haircut, 
Deep Conditioning, and 

Blowout

$249 $139

Hair color, Haircut, 
Deep Conditioning, and 

Blowout

$180 $95

Haircut, Style, and Deep 
Conditioning

$65 $35

Turnpike Hair Studio

161 S. Turnpike Road, Santa Barbara, 
California 93111

Cynthia Fisher
805-451-2541

Students Program Board. Inspired by the dynamics of Taking Back 
Sunday’s vocalists and the lyrics of Kurt Cobain, Love and Jones 
combine their diverse musical talents to create songs in an effort 
to break boundaries, according to the event description. ACCESS 
Cards are required for entry. 

VEGAN
A local group called Food Not Bombs will serve free vegan food 

at 5 p.m. Sunday at Little Acorn Park (next to Bagel Café). Food 
Not Bombs is an organization that spans the country and is a form 
of “franchise activism.” They believe that corporate and govern-
ment priorities are skewed and allow hunger to persist, despite the 
abundance of food and food waste. Those interested in cooking can 
email organizers at foodnotbombsislavista@gmail.com. The dinner is 
regularly held every Sunday.

STUDENT ACTIVIST NETWORK
The UCSB Student Activist Network (SAN) will hold its first 

meeting Wednesday, Oct. 4, at 7 p.m. in the Isla Vista Community 
Center. SAN is a campus organization that focuses on social justice 
movements around Santa Barbara, including strikes, protests and 
demonstrations. Meeting attendees can learn more about getting 
involved in SAN while enjoying free pizza.  

IVRPD BOARD OF DIRECTORS VACANCY 
The Isla Vista Recreation & Park District is looking to fill a 

vacancy on the Board of Directors. Those interested in serving on 
the oldest governing board in Isla Vista must live and be registered 
to vote in Isla Vista, submit a statement of interest and a form of 
economic interest. The application period opened Sept. 25 and 
closes Thursday, Oct. 5. 

Continued from p.5
VISTA POINT 
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beer + food + music + fun
ELINGS PARK, 12-4 PM

10.14.17

BUY TICKETS @ SBBEERFESTIVAL.COM

Free Bill’s Bus to & from downtown

21+
only

Richard Benites
Staff Writer

It’s here again: the Big West slate 
of the season. Time for another pas-
sionate campaign of highs and lows 
as the UCSB men’s soccer team looks 
to improve off of last year’s abrupt 
postseason finish, a 2-1 semifinals 
loss to Cal State Fullerton. UCSB re-
turns to home territory with a 2-4-2 
record.

What better way to test the Gau-
chos’ current state while on a two-
match win streak than a matchup ver-
sus the team that originally knocked 
them out of the Big West Tourna-
ment? Enter Cal State Fullerton, a 
5-3-1 team fresh out of its non-con-
ference schedule and still with a foul 
taste in its mouth after a 2-1 2OT loss 
against CSUN in the Big West Finals.

 Nonetheless, it’s soon to be game 
time at Harder Stadium. Pair UCSB’s 
return home with the new school 
year beginning this Thursday and 
you’ll likely get the result of “Soccer 
Heaven.”

The non-conference period of the 
season was kind to the Fullerton Ti-
tans. They are currently undefeated 
in their last four matches, all of which 
were at home. 

CSUF has won three of its last four 
matches, experiencing a 1-1 draw 
against the University of San Diego 
last Sunday. 

Notably, the Titans have been 

shut out in each of their three losses, 
including their worst performance 
of the year being a very lopsided 5-0 
loss to the Portland Pilots on Sept. 4, 
the same Pilots whom the Gauchos 
bested just last week after a close 1-0 
affair. 

A key note to still keep in mind, 
however, would be their goal count, 
as the Titans put up a very productive 
10 goals in nine games.

Meanwhile, UCSB has had its fair 
share of struggles. The Gauchos are 
currently below .500 following some 
inconsistent non-conference per-
formances, which in most part were 
due to their lack of goal production, 
as they only scored five goals in eight 
matches. 

The greatest positive for UCSB has 
been its recent undefeated stretch. 
That being said, those wins all took 
place at home and are a part of a cur-
rent five-game home stay that will 
conclude this weekend. 

One thing’s for certain: Both teams 
will undoubtedly wish to keep their 
winning ways by upsetting the other’s 
momentum early. A clear key player to 
be observed on the Titans’ end is junior 
midfielder Ross McPhie. 

With a respectable four goals and 
one assist on the year, McPhie’s pro-
duction, or lack thereof, may very 
well be the deciding factor for the 
Gauchos come Thursday night. 

As his club’s leading goal scorer, 
he has also been on a roll lately with 

three goals in his last four starts. 
Not to mention, he also netted the 
match’s only goal last week for the 
Titans’ 1-0 victory over UNLV. The 
Gaucho coaching staff will surely 
keep McPhie in their sights while cre-
ating the game plan.  

The potential for Gaucho glory 
Thursday, however, may very well still 
be in reach from a defensive view-
point. 

Over the last two matches, 
UCSB has only allowed one score, 
which occurred from its exhibition 
match versus Club America’s U-20 
team. Similarly, Fullerton has only 
allowed two scores in its past four 
games, as they’ll try to stop UCSB’s 
own leading goal scorer, sophomore 
forward Ignacio Tellechea.

Historically speaking, the Gau-
chos vs. Titans conference matchup 
has favored the former, as Thurs-
day’s home side UCSB leads with a 
31-26-3 series record. 

Currently, however, Santa Bar-
bara is ranked last in the Big West 
Northern standings due to their low 
win percentage of .375. Meanwhile, 
Cal State Fullerton boasts a .611 
and sits atop the Big West South 
with the best overall record. While 
significant, what matters most will 
officially begin Thursday with con-
ference play. 

Kickoff between UCSB and Cal 
State Fullerton starts Thursday, Sept. 
28, at 7 p.m. at Harder Stadium. 

‘Chos Look to Rock Harder Thurs.

STEPHEN MANGA / DAILY NEXUS 

SCANDAL ALERT: Various 
assistant college basketball 

coaches are facing accusations 
of performing ‘under the table’ 

deals with recruits and more. But 
it’s no surprise, and the NCAA 

should shame itself for claiming 
to be an ‘amateur’ industry.

Armchair QB

The No. 8 UCSB men’s water polo team 
will host No. 3 Cal at noon this Saturday, 

Sept. 30, at Campus Pool. 

Men’s Water Polo

Why Sports and Politics Must Mix: Introducing Uncomfortability

SIERRA DEAK / DAILY NEXUS 

UCSB hosts Big West title runner-up Cal State Fullerton in conf. kickoff 

Omar Hernandez
Staff Writer

Almost exactly one year ago, Colin Kaepernick made the decision to sit during the 
national anthem at a 49ers pre-season game. Although portrayed as a rash, atten-
tion-seeking maneuver by much of the press, the truth is actually quite the opposite. 
Kaepernick had been auditing classes at Cal with the guidance of doctoral candidate 
Ameer Hasan Loggins and reading up on the teachings of Frantz Fanon and Patricia 
Hill for months before the protest. Yet he was still depicted as ignorant by some and 
as cluelessly abrasive by many. 

The protest lit up the media headlines like wildfire. Here was a young black athlete 
shunning one of the hallmarks of both American society and the sports world to call 
attention to the injustices that people of color continue to face in this country, which 
was not unprecedented considering the actions of a sports icon such as Muhammad 
Ali, who refused being inducted into the army in 1967 in defense of his civil rights. 
But it still felt shocking. 

The reactions to Kaepernick’s protest were varied, from claims that he was “dis-
respecting the flag” to the eventual dismissal of his message because he was not a 
starter on his team. However, one of the most popular oppositional viewpoints was 
that he, and athletes as a whole, should “just stick to sports.”

The “stick to sports” mentality is birthed by a mix of both historical ignorance and 
racism, but through analyzing why people continue to hold onto this notion, we can 
actually get to the heart of the issue that Kaepernick is protesting: the endemic and 
systemic racism that continues to plague our country.

Sports, just like fine arts or music, holds the unique yet almost paradoxical po-
sition of both being a reflection of and creator of culture. Athletes such as Allen 
Iverson and Michael Jordan have established themselves in domains that are typi-
cally considered outside the boundaries of the playing field/court. Jordan created a 
streetwear empire and A.I. gave countless young black and brown kids the confidence 
and swagger to represent themselves and their cultures unabashedly. 

They were not exempt from the stigma or restrictions that usually accompany 
emphatic expressions of blackness; however, Iverson learned the hard way when his 
style of dress was used as the basis for a racially tinged dress code established by the 
NBA at the height of his career. The fact that athletes themselves have the unique 
power to capture the minds of such a large audience while operating in the institu-
tion of sports (that, just like any other large institution, is marred with the racism 
and discrimination of its society) is reflected in the rich history of activism as well as 
the dark past of discrimination that has been a part of all sports since their inception. 

The usage of sports as a conductor for social justice is not a new or novel con-
cept, as exemplified from the gladiator uprisings of Ancient Rome to John Carlos 
and Tommie Smith raising their fists at the 1968 Summer Olympics. It is not too 
surprising that the “stick to sports” crowd is ignorant of just how antithetical that 
statement is to the core of what sports are or have been. However, it is not just ig-
norance that compels people to spout this backward thinking. There is a deep-seated 
sense of pain and discomfort for many white Americans in seeing this activism that 
is often not talked about but is rooted in the dehumanization of the black athlete.

We all mythologize athletes. Sports fans often will often talk about how basket-
ball or football is an escape for them, a game that takes them away from the harsh-
ness of the real world. Athletes are the vessels for our hopes, our dreams, even our 
insecurities. 

We rely on their labor for our entertainment; however, when their humanity in-
terrupts or overshadows this very same entertainment, fans face a conundrum. 

We must strip athletes of most of their identity or personhood because if athletes 
are humanized, then the illusion is shattered. Many white fans don’t want to look at 
the face of their favorite athlete and see blackness. I don’t mean phenotypic brown 
and black skin but rather the deep-seated pain of a people who have been oppressed 
for centuries. 

Michael Jordan understood this very well. As the famous story goes, when asked 
why he didn’t speak up more for social causes, Jordan answered, “Republicans buy 
sneakers, too.” When Michael Bennett or Thabo Sefolosha speaks up against the po-

lice brutality they’ve encountered, or when Kaepernick elaborates on the school-to-
prison pipeline, many sports fans are forced, for the first time, to truly look at these 
athletes as black and at just how much that affects their lives. 

These athletes can no longer be everyone’s vessel, because to be a vessel is to be 
empty, to be neutral, and in the face of institutionalized racism and violence, neutral-
ity is impossible. It is hard for many white fans to understand this because it is not 
what they were taught. Sports are supposed to be a meritocracy, a great equalizer, 
but the truth is that meritocracy in our current state is just another facade. 

The institution of sports in which one group, white men, predominantly has own-
ership of another group, black men, can never be equal unless it’s changed, just as the 
institution of politics in which one group has historically made all the laws can never 
be equitable as well.

It then makes sense why the rallying cry is not “racism doesn’t exist” but “stick 

to sports,” because to admit the reality, that these black athletes are intelligent, that 
they do have a strong pride in their identity and that the institution of sports is not 
exempt but rather perpetrates the very same racism that is rampant in this country, 
would then force fans to disrupt the status quo, to have to take action, and for too 
many white fans, being comfortable is more important than working toward justice.

Ultimately, the biggest reason that the reaction toward kneeling and activism in 
sports has been so visceral and negative is not Trump, it’s not the military and “pa-
triotism” and it’s certainly not that athletes aren’t able to articulate their positions 
effectively. The reason is that, just like any other time racial injustice is brought to the 
forefront of the national conversation, it is making those who find comfort in white 
supremacy uncomfortable. What athletes and other political activists know, how-
ever, is that change only comes from discomfort, and if “mixing” sports and politics 
is what is causing this discomfort, then that means we are on the right track.
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Continental Imperialism and the US Way 
of War 

Lecture by Professor Roxanne Dunbar-Ortiz 

Reception to follow 

Friday, Sept 29, 7:00 pm, Unitarian Society of Santa 
Barbara, 1535 Santa Barbara Street (at Arrellaga) 

(805) 965-4583, ussb@ussb.org Free Admission 
A community gathering around the US genocide of indigenous peoples; its pervasive and on-
going ramifications including collective trauma; and possibilities for healing.  Professor Dunbar-

Ortiz is professor emerita in Ethnic Studies at Cal State U. East Bay and author of An 
Indigenous Peoples’ History of the United States, recipient of the 2015 

American Book Award. 

“From earliest British American settlements in the 1600s, to the adhesion of the thirteen British 
colonies into an independent nation-state, and up to the present, the military has been the 
engine of United States development and the production and sustaining factor of US patriotism.  
Yet, generations have had little knowledge of and interaction with the military; it is nearly 
invisible in everyday life.  But the annals of military history reveal the architecture of its 
formation and function as it can also be observed playing out in the 20th and 21st centuries.  The 
US military originated in the English/US settlers’ genocidal wars against Native Nations along 
the Atlantic coast and in the South and Ohio Valley and marched across the continent in wars 
that ended in 1890, at which time the US military moved into the Pacific and Caribbean, then 
the world.  Air Force officer and military historian John Grenier writes: ‘For the first 200 years of 
our military heritage, then, Americans depended on arts of war that contemporary professional 
soldiers supposedly abhorred:  razing and destroying enemy villages and fields; killing enemy 
women and children; raiding settlements for captives; intimidating and brutalizing enemy 
noncombatants; and assassinating enemy leaders…  In the frontier wars between 1607 and 
1814, Americans forged two elements- unlimited war and irregular war- into their first way of 
war.’  From this formative period, Grenier argues, emerged the characteristics of the US way of 
war and thereby the characteristics of its civilization, which few civilian historians acknowledge.  
Why is this important?” 

 

UCSB In Search of First Road Win, 
Puts 3-Match Win Streak At Stake
Sean White
Sports Co-Editor

Any coach, athlete or individual with 
a sports background will tell you that win-
ning is the remedy to any problem, espe-
cially losing. The UCSB women’s volleyball 
team can attest to this truth, as they are 
currently on a three-match winning streak 
and sitting undefeated in Big West play fol-
lowing sweeping victories in their confer-
ence opening weekend after starting the 
season 0-11.

Now 3-11, 2-0 and having helped Head 
Coach Nicole Lantagne Welch win her 
300th career match last Friday, the Gau-
chos will look to sustain what has been 
the most positive aspect of their season 
thus far going into matches at Cal State 
Northridge and Long Beach State. UCSB’s 
first match will be a battle of the unbeaten, 
as the Matadors are 8-6, 2-0 in conference 
play and are coming off their first victory 
over LBSU since 2013, while the 49ers are 
4-11 and 1-1. 

Santa Barbara is in search of its first 
road win and will look to repeat last sea-
son’s feat of doing so at the Matadome. 
UCSB has not defeated LBSU since a 3-2 
victory on Sept. 23, 2011. In the following 
seasons, the Gauchos have been swept in 
the season series against the 49ers. UCSB 
has recently managed to have better luck 
against Northridge, having swept the 
Matadors in both of last season’s meetings. 

This past Monday, three Gauchos took 
over the Big West weekly honors. Lindsey 
Ruddins was named Player of the Week for 
the first time in her career, Emilia Petrachi 
was named Defensive Player of the Week, 
all while Nicole Omwanghe topped things 
off earning her first ever Freshman of the 
Week selection. 

Each player’s presence is just what 
the Gauchos need to uplift their season, 
as they’ve always had stability on offense 
in Ruddins and on defense with Petrachi 
but have been waiting for someone else to 
emerge, and first-year middle blocker Om-
wanghe may be the one to fill the role. 

With five double-doubles on the sea-
son (accounting for kills and digs), Rud-
dins, a sophomore outside hitter, closed 
out last weekend’s slate of matches with a 
7.67 kills-per-set average, a combined to-
tal of 46 kills and a .411 hitting clip, which 
included a season-best .450 percentage in 
the sweep of Cal State Fullerton.  

Entering this season, it seemed un-
imaginable that Ruddins could have a 
greater season than her freshman cam-
paign of winning the 2016 Big West Fresh-
man of the Year. However, she continues 
to be Santa Barbara’s most consistent of-
fensive player. 

She is now first in the Big West in both 
points and kills per set with 5.90 and 5.63 
averages, respectively, and is third in total 
kills with 214. Ruddins’s kills-per-set aver-
age remains second in the nation. 

Petrachi continues to hold her ground 
and is coming off a productive weekend. 
The junior libero finished with a season-
best 28 digs, increasing her number of 20-
dig matches to five in the win against CSUF, 
as she had a combined 47 digs through six 
sets. 

The defensive specialist’s 5.02 digs-per-
set total tops the Big West rankings and is 
39th in the country. She is currently just 
four digs away from being tied for the lead 
in total digs with 256. 

Making the most emphatic impact dur-
ing the Gauchos’ string of wins has been 
Omwanghe, as she has now hit better than 
.500 in three-straight matches after tallying 
a .556 hitting in UCSB’s first pair of confer-
ence games. 

Also appearing in the Big West ranks is 
sophomore middle blocker Rowan Ennis, 
who is second in blocks per set at 1.20.

The Gauchos can only hope for a big 
performance from its core of players at the 
net in preparation for the Matadors, who 
rank second in the Big West in total kills 
with 708. 

UCSB only has one player with at least 
100 kills. That lone player is Ruddins (214), 
who along with her teammates will face 
Northridge, which has an arsenal of three 
players who have surpassed the 100 kill 
threshold. This trio consists of junior out-
side hitter Aeryn Owens (251), senior mid-
dle blocker Rachel Diaz (116), and sopho-
more middle Melissa Eaglin(101).

A 2016 First Team All-Big West selec-
tion, Owens sits atop the conference in kills 
and is 10th in the nation. She has led the 
Matadors in kills in each of their 14 match-
es, and her ranks among the top players in 
the nation continue with her being No. 14 
in both points per set (5.20) and total points 
(275.5).

Finding a way to defend such an attack 
will be a pivotal task for the Gauchos, but 
they must also match the Matadors’ ag-
gressiveness on offense, which they have 
a chance to, as UCSB has hit better dur-
ing conference play at a .295 clip, which is 
second best in the league, and outpaces its 
overall average of a .171 percentage. 

While the loss of players due to injuries, 
dismissal, the decision to transfer or gradu-
ation is difficult, the loss and new hiring of 
a head coach can have a similar effect. The 
change can be challenging, and for Long 
Beach State it has been. 

After a 32-year career at LBSU, former 
49ers’ Head Coach Brian Gimmillaro an-
nounced his retirement in June of this year, 

marking an end to a historic journey that 
began in 1985 and included winning three 
of the program’s five national champion-
ships.

At the helm now is first-year Head 
Coach Joy McKienzie-Fuerbringer, a mem-
ber of the Beach’s second national champi-
onship in 1993. 

The 49ers are known for their domi-
nance in the Big West within the past year, 
having won their last conference title in 
2014, but there has been a slight decline this 
season as LBSU entered conference play be-
low the .500 mark. 

Cracking the top five of the Big West 
kills ranks for Long Beach is junior outside 
hitter Megan Kruidhof with 192. It has 
been a rough hitting stretch lately for the 
49ers since the start of Big West play, as 
they are hitting below their team average of 
.185 with a current percentage of .149. 

A major downfall for the team has been 
its defense, as Long Beach ranks last in 
the Big West in digs per set by both overall 
(13.53) and conference (13.89) averages. 
Playing as the 49ers top defensive asset is 
sophomore libero Hailey Harward, who is 
third in total digs with 222. 

UCSB’s set of away matches start this 
Friday, Sept. 29, at CSUN at 7 p.m. and con-
tinue this Saturday at LBSU at 7 p.m. 

DUSTIN HARRIS / DAILY NEXUS 

Sean White
Sports Co-Editor 

The average individual’s upbringing consists of the routine 
reminder to always honor the practice of life’s “Golden Rule.”

It is a religious statute that has become applicable to society 
and the daily lives of citizens worldwide, especially here in the 
United States, where the Pledge of Allegiance is the country’s ac-
claim for “one nation, indivisible, with liberty and justice for all.”

A call for “liberty and justice for all” has helped set the foun-
dation for the pursuit of equality among all people in this coun-
try. 

More specifically, racial equality.
Sadly, dating back over 400 years leading up to today, racial 

equality remains underachieved within a country that is led by 
the institution of white supremacy and the meritocratic, racist, 
oppressive forces that are attached to it. 

As I wrote this piece, I had no clue as to what angle or nar-
rative I was trying to create. I guess you can say I simply wrote 
from my heart because it’s just so saddening that a little over 
a year later, I find myself expressing similar sentiments to the 
Colin Kaepernick article I wrote. The former NFL quarterback’s 
initial call to action was his decision to sit on the bench during 
the National Anthem prior to electing to kneel in future games. 

The purpose of Kaepernick’s protest was to combat racial 
inequality and social injustice, as he stated, “I am not going to 
stand up to show pride in a flag for a country that oppresses 
black people and people of color.” 

On Friday, Sept. 22, at a rally for Alabama Republican Senate 
candidate Luther Strange, President Donald Trump suggested 
that NFL owners should demand to “Get that son of a bitch off 

the field right now. Out! He’s fired. He’s fired!’’ in reference to 
players who have selected to kneel and protest during the an-
them. 

As various players responded to his claims via social media, 
voicing their indifferences and unsurprised reactions, Trump 
followed up with a series of tweets days after the rally, generally 
stating that sports fans and this country will not condone play-
ers protesting the flag. 

As both a black man and a sports fan, Trump’s statements 
were no surprise to me as well. 

Although I am disappointed and sickened by such remarks, 
I feel like I’ve become numb to hearing such irrational and hate-
filled words. It’s expected, especially when considering the fact 
that Trump and others who believe that players are disrespect-
ing the flag do not see the bigger issue at hand. 

The larger issue at hand is that black people and people of 
color are not treated equally in this country. Nonetheless, this 
racial inequality isn’t being acknowledged but rather minimized 
by being framed as a threat to America and its flag. 

For people to mistake Kaepernick’s protest as being aimed at 
disrespecting the flag or military goes to show why movements 
such as Black Lives Matter are so relevant, especially as I wit-
ness people get more upset over athletes deciding to peacefully 
protest rather than the innocent lives that are taken on a yearly 
basis. 

It’s crazy to think how quick fans are to forgive and forget a 
player’s troubles with domestic violence, substance abuse viola-
tions or performance enhancement violations. While I do believe 
in second chances for certain circumstances, even for the afore-
mentioned cases, to an extent, the fact that race is viewed as a 
topic that does not belong in connection to sports is ludicrous. 

It is time for us all to wake up!
No, I do not have a specific solution to end racial inequality. 

But I do believe that the first step toward making progress begins 
with acknowledging and combating racism in order to overcome 
the taboo nature that has made it such a cringe-worthy topic.

Doing so means that systemic ideologies such as colorblind-
ness, in which we’ve been told that race and skin color don’t mat-
ter or that we live in a meritocratic society where everyone is on 
a level playing field and must put in the work to reach a certain 
level of so-called “success,” are things that 

must be stripped of their manipulative powers. 
Excuses that athletes need to “stick to sports” because of the 

amount of money they make and other claims that discredit to-
day’s protests are just detractors from working towards unity. 

This is why I remain so proud of the NFL athletes who genu-
inely took a knee or protested in another manner this past Sun-
day. While I don’t believe that all players who demonstrated a 
protest were sincere, such actions were significant because, al-
though immediate results will not show, an impact is still gradu-
ally being made.

Whether it ever reaches him or not, I just want to say thank 
you to Colin Kaepernick for protesting and setting the precedent 
for what exists today in providing a voice for the voiceless con-
cerning racial inequality. He wasn’t the first and he won’t be the 
last, but his impact is profound and will last forever. 

At the end of the day, my mood is precisely expressed by De-
troit Lions’ tight end Eric Ebron:

Stay Woke! But Stay in Your Own League 

Omar Hernandez
Staff Writer 

Coming off of a revitalizing 4-0 victory over Denver, the UCSB wom-
en’s soccer team is now looking ahead to its first Big West matchup of 
the year against UC Riverside.

The Highlanders came into Friday’s match with a 3-7-2 record, while 
UCSB came in sporting a 4-4-3 record and looking to get over .500 for 
the first time since Sept. 10. 

The Gauchos had a decent showing in their non-conference games to 
start the season, but they ended on a strong note with a hard-fought loss 
to Pepperdine, 1-0, and the aforementioned win against Denver. 

Though UC Riverside ended the first part of their season with a vic-
tory, they still sit in eighth place, just below UCSB in conference stand-
ings.

While it is still early in the season, this could end up being a pivotal 
matchup for both teams, as both need to accumulate as many wins as 
they can against themselves and other low-ranking teams as possible.

One of the keys to the Gauchos’ success is going to be carrying over 
the offensive f low they showed in their last game. In order to maintain 
that level, they will have to continue to keep diversifying their attack, 
which is something they did a great job of in Denver, where seven players 
had double-digit shot numbers. 

Going up against UC Riverside will be a great opportunity for UCSB 
to refine its offensive skills, seeing as the Highlanders’ defense has been 
known to be weak at times. 

UCR has given up twice as many goals on almost the same amount 
of shots compared to their opponents, while shooting at a much lower 

percentage on average. 
If the Gauchos are able to replicate at least some of their performance 

from last game they should be able to score early and often.
Alternatively, UCSB will be looking to continue the stalwart defensive 

effort that has led to four shutouts so far this year. 
Again, this matchup should be less of a challenge and more of a chance 

to improve for the home squad as they have only surrendered more than 
two goals once this season. 

Senior defender Kate Shoemaker’s plays have been useful in main-
taining the integrity of the defense, and her experience and leadership 
makes for a much more efficient team.

The Gauchos should prepare to strike first and keep the energy up, 
which, this year, has not been easy. 

UCSB actually has a better record on the road than at home so far, but 
building up and feeding off the home crowd will be an essential compo-
nent for the team heading into the later stages of the year. 

UC Riverside has been abysmal on the road this year, coming into the 
game with a 1-4-1 record when they are away, so the Gauchos have to be 
able to capitalize on home field advantage. 

According to the stats, UCSB should be able to win against UCR, as 
they are a lower-ranked opponent. However, it is crucial that the Gau-
chos not underestimate UCR. 

Early season wins might seem irrelevant as the Big West tournament 
is months away, but starting off strong and focusing on self-improve-
ment is essential to keeping UCSB on a path to success.

Kick-off between the Gauchos and the Highlanders is at 7 p.m. on 
Friday, Sept. 29, at Harder Stadium.

Fresh Start for Gauchos as They Open Big West Play, Face UCR
Tweet Courtesty of Eric Ebron, @Ebron85 

Last season, the UCSB women’s soccer team concluded its conference 
schedule with a 2-5-1 record tied for sixth-best in the league standings.

STEPHEN MANGA/ DAILY NEXUS 

SIERRA DEAK / DAILY NEXUS 
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We provide a creative, empowering, and therapeutic 
environment that supports individuals recovering from 

eating, exercise, and body image issues.

We invite you to call us for a free consultation. 
Programs are covered by most major insurance 

companies, and can be organized to not interfere with 
school and work schedules.

Benefit from a program that is pro-active and results 
oriented— focusing on improving performance and 

relationships. Don’t wait and miss out on further 
moments of well-being!

Feel Your Best!

Celebrating Fifteen Years of Serving Santa Barbara and San Luis Obispo
Please visit our web site centralcoasttreatmentcenter.com  | 805-688-5057

ARTSWEEK
Summer 
Albums  
You May 
Have Missed

Ryan Hykes
Staff Writer

 W hether you spent al l summer working at your job or internship, or 
getting some wel l-deserved rest, hopeful ly you had time to enjoy al l 
the fantastic music released this summer ’17. As we al l return to UCSB, 
Artsweek wants to look back on a few of our favorite sounds of this 
season past.

Flower Boy, Tyler, The Creator
Tyler, The Creator, the controversial 

co-founder of the hip-hop collective Odd 
Future, has lately been known more for 
his no-fucks-given attitude and his trendy 
style than anything else. His latest project, 
Flower Boy, is a more mature offering that 
might signal a new style for the rapper and 
producer. On his new record, Tyler knows 
when he’s needed, and when to step back 
and let his production and guest singers 
take the spotlight. In the end, he strikes a 
perfect balance.

While guest appearances by Kali Uchis, Rex Orange County and Frank Ocean stand out, 
they don’t overshadow the rapper/producer, as his vision and influence is still strongly 
felt throughout every track. From the silky smooth vocal performances on “See You 
Again,” to the hard-hitting rap-focused tracks like “I Ain’t Got Time!,” to songs that 
manage to integrate both seamlessly like “911 / Mr. Lonely,” this album has everything 
you want from a popular rap album in 2017.

Abysmal Thoughts, The Drums
The lo-fi indie pop outfit returns with 

their fourth studio album, Abysmal 
Thoughts. After The Drums co-founder 
Jacob Graham left the group in 2014, 
frontman Jonathan Pierce found himself 
working alone under The Drums moniker. 
The result is a deeply personal album that 
explores Pierce’s insecurities and doubts, 
a record that lives up to the standards The 
Drums have set with their three previous 
albums. Singles “Blood Under My Belt” 
and “Heart Basel,” as well as the song “Rich 
Kids” stand out as some of the catchiest 
tracks of the summer. Overall, this album’s 
synth-centric, surfer rock-pop sound made it one of the standout summer 
soundtracks and is definitely worth a listen if you missed it.

Brick Body Kids Still Daydream, Open 
Mike Eagle

Released just a few weeks ago on Sept. 
25, Brick Body Kids Still Daydream is the 
biggest outlier among our list. Don’t expect 
Open Mike Eagle’s trademark humor to 
come through very strong on this one. There 
is no appearance from frequent collaborator 
and stand-up comedian Hannibal Buress or 
a song about hosting a fake late night show. 
Instead, the art-rapper explores subjects like 
gentrification, race and the normalization 
of the insanity of the modern day through 
personal experiences.

The end product is an introspective tour through Eagle’s memories and unique view 
on the world over relatively low-key but engaging beats. While it is understated, the 
songs are still catchy like the sweet nostalgia of Eagle’s remembered childhood on “95 
Radios” and “(How Could Anybody) Feel At Home,” in which Mike’s flow impresses 
over a captivating DJ Nobody instrumental with haunting flute-like synths and quick 
percussion. If you’re a fan of Open Mike Eagle or like your rap music more personal 
than showy, this is the album for you.

Saturation and Saturation II, BROCKHAMPTON
The spiritual successors to Odd Future take the last two spots on our list, which we admit is sort of cheat-

ing, but the summer of 2017 was the summer of BROCKHAMPTON. Led by Kevin Abstract, the collective of 
over a dozen members, which began as a group of friends who met on a Kanye West fan forum, now lives up 
to their self-given moniker of “the Internet’s first boy band.” It’s not common for a group to release two al-
bums of equally stellar quality back to back, but that’s the case with Saturation and Saturation II. Boasting six 
rappers that appear on nearly every song, each rapper of BROCKHAMPTON brings their own unique styling 
to each track, from Dom McLennon’s technical f low to Merlyn Wood’s manic, energetic personality, to Matt 
Champion’s undeniable swagger. It’s impossible not to root for these guys after watching their amateurish, 
handheld music videos and seeing how much fun they’re having. I haven’t even mentioned the excellent con-
tributions from JOBA, Ameer Vann and Abstract or the extensive list of in-house producers and managers that 
make up the rest of the group. With the upcoming release of the group’s third album of the year, Saturation III, 
this group is just getting started. If you like bangers, Artsweek suggests “Heat,” “Gummy,” “Gold,” “Star” and 
“Junky”and maybe “Swamp,” too. But actually, just listen to all of it. You’re welcome.

Father John Misty Set to Enchant Arlington

Zoe Jones
Artsweek Editor

One of my fondest pre-col lege memor ies is travel ing up the 
Cal ifornia coast and discover ing new music whi le tak ing in the 
beauty of my home-to-be. One of these discover ies was Father John 
Misty — then fresh off of the release of his sophomore a lbum, I Love 
You, Honeybear.  I w ish that I remembered how I found his music or 
which appl icat ion sug gested it to me. I would thank that person — or 
thank that thing — for g iv ing me music that a lways reminds me of 
the last days of summer: sl ight ly melancholy, t inged with end of sea-
son ennui, evoking a feel ing that doesn’t quite have a name. In one of 
the f irst concerts of the fa l l cyc le, the enigmatic singer-song writer 
wi l l be making his Santa Barbara debut on Oct. 11 at the A rl ington 
Theatre.

Father John Misty, a lso know n as Josh Ti l lman, began his tenure 
in the indie world as drummer for folk rev iva l ists Fleet Foxes. His 
t ime in the band was relat ively short — but not ver y sweet. Ti l lman’s 
face in recordings of the band ’s shows often t imes looks annoyed and 
even exasperated; it is quite c lear that he grew bored with the band ’s 
sound. He and band leader Robin Pecknold did not end on the best 
of terms; when asked about his ex-bandmate’s music, Pecknold has 
been know n to not say much about it. Once Ti l lman left Fleet Foxes, 
he released a couple of tepid, quiet ly received records under the name 
J. Ti l lman. T hen, something changed. Dur ing a tr ip on mushrooms, 
he saw a tr uer version of h imsel f,  and immed iately dec ided to fol-
low it .  He adopted the moni ker Father John Mist y, moved to Los 
A ngeles and immed iately began w r it ing songs for h is 2012 debut, 

Fear Fun. 
A f ter the re lease of Fear Fun ,  Father John Mist y became an 

over night ind ie icon. His shar p w it and unique tur ns of phrase 
resonated w ith cr it ics and l isteners a l i ke — and ever yone wanted 
more. Songs such as “Nanc y f rom Now On” st i l l  sound f resh now, 
espec ia l ly consider ing that he is as def t a music ian as he is a song-
w r iter. His war m voca ls and smooth, rol l ing percussion ar range -
ments are absolutely mesmer izing — even su ltr y at t imes. T here’s 
a v ideo on YouTube featur ing him per for ming this t rack , shot l ive 
in the stud io of K E X P, and it is probably one of my most watched 
per for mances of a l l  t ime. In sa id v ideo, Father John Mist y, whom 
has been quite voca l about his ex per imentat ion w ith psychedel ics, 
proud ly wears a shir t that says, “FR EEDOM NOW LEGA LIZE L SD.” 
He has one hand on his h ip, and the other one is hold ing a percus-
sion sha ker. W hen he opens his mouth to sing , ever y note is del ib -

erate, and ever y ly r ic is c lear. He is an ar t ist ,  and he k nows ex act ly 
what he is doing. Watching him per for m is the k ind of ex per ience 
that ma kes a music lover rea l ize what it is they adore about seeing 
a show. 

With the release of his latest a lbum, Pure Comedy,  Father John 
Misty took on a new role in the indie world. He has never been one to 
censor himself, but a shift in his focus is c lear: He is looking outward 
more than he ever has before. The t it le track is a scathing commen-
tar y on the mores of modern l ife, f rom overconsumption to pol it ica l 
d iscontent. The set l ist of his fa l l tour is packed with lush singles 
from the beginning of his career and the dense ba l lads that mark 
this most recent phase in his career. The music, and his legendar y 
stage banter, is sure to mark another wonderful show in his career. 

WILLIAM EMMONS / DAILY NEXUS 

The folk drummer turned indie balladeer will arrive in Santa Barbara on October 11th 
during a fall tour in support of his latest album, Pure Comedy

Courtesy of Pitchfork

Courtesy of Wikimedia

Courtesy of Open Mike Eagle Bandcamp

Courtesy of Genius
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Ice Hockey at

UCSB

UCSB Ice Hockey Co-ed Club Sport Is Now Recruiting Players For Fall 2017!

Coached by Scott Hyers and former NHL player Steve Heinze at Goleta’s Ice in 
Paradise. Participate against Cal, UCSD, Stanford, CLU, Santa Clara and others. 
Arizona and UCLA are also possible contenders in the upcoming season.

For more information contact Advisor Ben Brecher tenorskiucsb@gmail.com

Tiffany Velazquez
Asst. On The Menu Editor

If you are anything like the rest of the human 
population, then there is a good chance you spend 
hour upon hour scrolling through Pinterest, moaning 
about how you will never be able to replicate any of 
the aesthetically pleasing foods you come across. 

However, these appealing photos seem to have led 
us astray. Otherwise simple recipes can resemble 
something straight out of a magazine, rather than 
something you would expect to find in your own 
kitchen. The recipe below proves that you, too, can 
live just as trendy a lifestyle as all of your favorite 
internet celebrities — or at least pretend to, anyway.

Ingredients:
1 packet frozen acai berry blend
⅓ cup raspberries
⅓ cup blackberries

⅓ cup blueberries
½ cup almond milk
1 tbsp. chia seeds
¼ cup granola

Directions:
Blend the frozen acai packet, berries and almond 

milk until mixture is smooth. Feel free to stop the 
blender at times and break down the mixture as 
needed. Transfer to a bowl and top with as many chia 
seeds, granola crumbles and berries as you desire. 
Beyond being incredibly easy to make, acai bowls 
are extremely versatile. Feel free to get creative, 
switching out the berries or adding extra toppings 
according to your personal taste. Do not forget 
to snap a picture before tasting, and remember 
to post a picture of your beautiful, aesthetically 
pleasing creation for your followers to admire. No 
more dragging yourself out of bed for Blenders in the 
morning for breakfast!

Aesthetically Appetizing 

How to make Pinterest-perfect recipes with ease
TIFFANY VELAZQUEZ / DAILY NEXUS

Trend Alert: Poke Shops Opening in Isla Vista
Marisa Ratchford
On  The Menu Editor
Tiffany Velazquez
Asst. On The Menu Editor

2017 is looking to be the year of the poke invasion. 
With both Pokirito and PokeCeviche opening their 
doors recently, it seems a trend may be on the rise. 
Commonly associated with pizza and burgers, Isla Vista 
may be looking at a new contender in the food war.

Pokirito made its way to Isla Vista last week. 
Located between Ike’s and Spudnuts on Seville, it offers 
a promotional 20 percent off to customers in its first 
week of business. It’s the latest  addition to the poke 
invasion, and Pokirito is already setting itself apart as 
a restaurant to provide unique and delicious f lavors.

Walking in today, I was immediately pleased with 
the overall appearance of the place. The restaurant was 

nicely lit and every inch well-utilized, giving off the 
appearance of the space being much bigger than it is. 
The prices only served to further entice me; the $10 
starting price sounded good in comparison to other 
options in Isla Vista, especially if fresh and healthy 
seafood was going to be offered.

I opted for a small wrap rather than the traditional 
bowl, figuring it’d be easier to eat as I walked to cam-
pus. Having never tried poke or anything of the sort 
before, I decided to play things relatively safe for my 
first go-around. The menu boasted about nine raw 
protein options either “Naked” or “Dressed” and five 
different cooked items with the option of including up 
to two proteins in my wrap. I decided to double up so 
as to best get a taste of the different f lavors. I chose 
teriyaki chicken on half (something more within my 

comfort zone) and ahi tuna on the other. I then moved 
on to the “Flavor and Mix” step of the menu; the sweet 
shoyu sauce and mango pineapple salsa sounding like 
they would provide nice additions without overpower-
ing everything else. The sides and toppings were last; 
despite the unlimited toppings available for my wrap, I 
kept things simple with scallions, cucumber slices and 
carrot and settled on the macaroni salad as my side. 
The server was very friendly and accommodating the 
entire time. She took the time to explain the different 
options available as we moved down the line, which was 
very helpful especially for a poke virgin like myself.  

After selecting my choice of proteins, sides and top-
pings, the next step was for my wrap to be assembled. 
Prepared with nori seaweed and sushi rice, the wrap 
was very sushi-like in terms of appearance; however, 
it was on a grander scale like a burrito, keeping true to 
their fusion namesake.

The dish, while unfamiliar, certainly delivered great 
f lavor. The nori seaweed counteracted the sweetness of 
the teriyaki chicken in a subtle yet efficient manner 
and highlighted the ahi tuna in the second half. The 
dish was gone in no time, no scrap left unaccounted for. 
Entering as a first time poke eater, there’s no doubt the 
dish will quickly grow to become a familiar favorite. I 
can definitely see Pokirito cementing its place in the 
stomachs of Isla Vista customers. 

Another new eatery gracing the streets of Isla Vista 
is PokeCeviche. The new restaurant filled the recently-
vacated Jimmy John’s location. On the Tuesday night 
before class begins the restaurant is busy. Neon lights 
glow giving it a retro and fresh vibe. The outline is sim-
ple enough; similar to most restaurants in IV it is build 
your own, and they offer a few signature bowls for 
those not wanting to get creative and then a plethora of 
proteins, toppings, sauces and seasonings. 

I opted for the signature sushi poke bowl but 
substituted the poke ceviche for the scallop and avo-
cado option. Let’s talk about their ceviche as well, 

because this is not a standard ingredient in poke 
bowls. Although raw fish is a key component for the 
dish, ceviche is traditionally a Hispanic delicacy. The 
raw fish is usually marinated in an acidic or spicy liquid, 
oftentimes lime, and then served with raw ingredients 
like onion and cilantro mixed in — think of it as a fishy 
salsa. 

This inclusion of ceviche into a poke bowl is a unique 
way to add the SoCal cuisine into this new trend, and I 
believe it is for the better. The marinated fish now packs 
a stronger punch of flavor taking the often subtle fish 
flavor and cranking it up a notch. Combined with the 
other mild ingredients it creates a blend of two culinary 
worlds that really ends up being a harmonious meal. 

Overall the restaurant wasn’t my favorite place 
because I simply don’t want to spend $9 on a bowl of fish 
and rice, but if my friends suggested we go there or if I 
was feelin’ fishy I definitely would consider going back 
to PokeCeviche to experience the bright and bold fusion 
cuisine again. 

Trends come and go, and we have seen our fair share 
of restaurants in Isla Vista come and go as well. For the 
sake of these restaurants’ futures we hope that maybe 
this time something will stick. JENNY LUO / DAILY NEXUS

JENNY LUO / DAILY NEXUS

JENNY LUO / DAILY NEXUS

JENNY LUO / DAILY NEXUS
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Larvae Survival: Dig, Duck, Dip, Dive and Dig

The drawing above depicts the food searching process larvae go through. In their habitat, larvae will risk drowning in order to escape heat from the 
sun or predators, such as wasps. They will also risk their lives in the hopes of finding food. However, if they go too long without air, they will drown. 

Courtesy of Daeyeon Kim

Stephanie Pernett
Science Editor

While any household views fruit flies as an annoying pest, their behavior 
when searching for food has piqued the interest of UC Santa Barbara scientists. 

In order to develop into a fruit fly, the drosophila melanogaster larva must 
gain an enormous amount of weight very quickly. Often, their motivation to 
find a food source comes with potential risks. 

To fully understand the larvae decision-making process, UCSB researchers 
and colleagues from the Center for Genomic Regulation (CRG) in Barcelona with 
the help of the Catalan Institute of Nanoscience and Nanotechnology are using 
this organism to study brain function and behavior control.

The researchers at Catalan built a vivarium based on microfluidics with which 
they were able to observe fruit fly larvae behavior. The vivarium contained aga-
rose, a hydrogel similar to the natural habitat of the larvae that consists of soft 
semi-liquid structures. 

The hydrogel used for the experiment can be adjusted to replicate different 
conditions, such as soft or hard. The larvae were introduced at the surface of 
the gel, and when the condition was not too hard, they dug. This behavior helps 
them avoid predators like wasps and sunlight, which can dehydrate them.

However, since larvae are air-breathing animals that cannot oxygenate 
underwater, diving in hydrogels poses a physiological challenge. Larvae that 
failed to return to the surface after a few minutes stopped moving, and the 
majority of them drowned.

“Larvae have relatively simple brains compared to vertebrates, which make 
them good candidates for study,” Matthieu Louis, an assistant professor in 
UCSB’s Department of Molecular, Cellular, and Developmental Biology and cor-
responding author, said. “We wanted to explore the capabilities of these larvae 
in naturalistic conditions. We know they have a tendency to move toward food 
when there’s an attractive odor, so we designed the vivarium to mimic the condi-
tions of decaying fruit, larvae’s favorite meal.”

The researchers examined how the dives are conditioned by physiological and 
sensory signals. They first analyzed the effect of hypoxia on diving behavior. 
By partially blocking the respiratory tracks of larvae, they found evidence that 
the level of oxygenation determines the tendency of larvae to dive. This result 
suggests that diving is regulated by a cost-benefit balance, which combined 
internal physiological signals, such as oxygenation levels and possibly hunger, 
with external cues, like the presence of food odor. 

They then studied the effect of the hardness of the hydrogel on the control 
of diving behavior. They asked whether the detection of an attractive odor was 
sufficient to influence food-search behavior and, more specifically, to promote 
diving. 

The results demonstrated that larvae perceive and respond to liquid-borne 
odorant molecules. In line with the idea that diving relies on a cost-benefit 
balance adjusted by sensory signals, they found that the duration of the dives 
increased upon detection of an attractive odor. 

“If the hydrogel contains no food but we add a food cue at the bottom of the 
chamber, the larvae dive deeper and more frequently,” lead author Daeyeon 
Kim said. “In fact, they can go deeper for quite a long time before returning to 
the surface to breathe. However, this diving behavior is suppressed when the 
agarose contains food. Then they just stay at the surface and keep eating the 
substrate.”

Kim conducted this research at the CRG and is now a postdoctoral fellow at 
UCSB. 

Additionally, they compared the dig-and-dive behavior of D. melanogas-
ter with a second species of the Drosophila group, the fruit pest D. suzukii. 

Consistent with the innate preference of D. suzukii for fresh fruits, larvae of 
this species were capable of digging into harder substrates than D. melanogas-
ter. This indicated that D. suzukii is also more resistant to hypoxia.

Using the dig-and-dive method, they examined whether aversive odors could 
be used as a means to deter larvae from digging and diving into fruits. 

The researchers tested the effect of geosmin, an odorant volatile associated 
with the presence of toxic compounds in overripe fruits. In both D. melano-
gaster and D. suzukii, geosmin increased its surfacing time. In the case of D. 
suzukii, this trend co-occurred with a significant reduction in diving and active 
attempts to escape the vivarium.

 For D. suzukii, they additionally tested the effect of the common insect 
repellent DEET and found that it elicited significant reduction in diving and 

that it promoted escapes out of the vivarium as well.
Together, these observations highlighted the potential of pest control strate-

gies in which the use of non-toxic chemicals could refrain D. suzukii larvae from 
digging and diving, which in turn would slow down feeding and development 
and increase exposure to parasitoid wasps at the surface of fruits. These strate-
gies could complement existing efforts to lure adult flies into traps filled with 
attractive volatile chemicals.

Furthermore, the dig-and-dive method appears well-suited to identify and to 
characterize the effects of pheromones involved in aggregation behavior. The 
researchers believe that this knowledge might guide future efforts to devise 
methods to interfere with the ability of larvae to aggregate and to destroy crops 
by feeding through their dig-and-dive behavior.

Stephanie Pernett
Science Editor

Both large wildfire loss and climatic changes can independently influence 
the prevalence and distribution of zoonotic diseases, which normally exist in 
animals but can infect humans, such as Lyme disease. 

While Lyme disease, carried by blacklegged or deer ticks, may be prevalent in 
the U.S., other countries face a variety of tick-borne illnesses. A new study by UC 
Santa Barbara researchers suggests that the abundance of ticks that carry cer-
tain fevers is likely to rise in the future mainly due to a combination of wildlife 
loss and climate change.

The researchers found growing evidence that wildlife loss often has stronger 
community-level effects in low-productivity areas. They hypothesized that 
these disturbances would have interactive effects on disease risk. 

“Our research suggests that large mammal conservation may prevent increas-
es in tick abundance and tick-borne disease risk,” Georgia Titcomb, a gradu-
ate student in UCSB’s Department of Ecology, Evolution and Marine Biology 
(EEMB), said. “These results are timely and relevant in light of widespread 
wildlife declines and unpredictable regional climatic shifts in a steadily warm-
ing world.”

Titcomb and her colleagues experimentally tested this hypothesis by 

measuring tick abundance and the prevalence of tick-borne pathogens, the 
Coxiella burnetii and Rickettsia species, within long-term, size-selective 
large-herbivore exclosures replicated across a precipitation gradient in East 
Africa, specifically the Mpala Research Centre in Kenya. 

The experiment included four plot treatments. The first excluded all but the 
smallest rodent-sized herbivore, which were mostly mice. The second included 
intermediate-sized animals such as hares and small antelope. In the third treat-
ment, all animals but megafauna, such as giraffes and elephants, were allowed 
to stay in the plot. The control had no animal restrictions. The researchers spent 
more than a year conducting monthly hour-long tick drags in each plot.

They found that the plots with total wildlife exclusion increased tick abun-
dance by 130 percent in sites with a moderate amount of moisture. However, 
sites that were dry increased tick abundance by 225 percent. That demonstrated 
that a lack of fauna and arid sites dramatically increased the amount of ticks 
present.

When differing degrees of exclusion were tested for a subset of months, total 
tick abundance increased from 170 percent when only megafauna were excluded 
to 360 percent when all large wildlife were excluded. Wildlife exclusion differ-
entially affected the abundance of three dominant tick species, and this effect 
varied strongly over time, likely due to differences among species in their host 
associations, seasonality and other ecological characteristics. 

According to Hillary Young, an EEMB associate professor and Titcomb’s 
adviser, this suggests that exposure risk will respond to wildlife loss and climate 
change in proportion to total tick abundance.

“We’ve shown these interacting effects increase disease risk, but they also 
highlight the need to incorporate ecological context when making predictions 
about the effects of wildlife loss on zoonotic disease dynamics,” Young said. 

Their research was supported by grants from the National Geographic 
Society, the National Science Foundation, the Morris Animal Foundation and 
the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada. The full 
report appears in the Proceedings of the Royal Society B.

Above is a picture of Grevy’s zebras that were kept in one of the four enclosures at the Mpala Research Centre in Kenya. Although they are not 
megafauna, when animals as large as them were gone, the researchers saw a dramatic increase in tick abundance, especially in drier areas. 

Courtesy of Georgia Titcomb

The picture above is of a sub-saharan antelope with ticks visible on 
its forehead. This puts the antelope at risk for a tick-borne disease. 

Courtesy of Georgia Titcomb

Our research suggests that 
large mammal conservation 
may prevent increases in tick 
abundance and t ick-borne 
disease risk. These results are 
timely and relevant in light of 
widespread wildlife declines 
and unpredictable regional 
cl imatic shifts in a steadily 
warming world. 

“

- GEORGIA TITCOMB ”

Tick Populations Affected by Wildlife Loss and Climate Change
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OPINION

How SZA Captured the Secret 
Anxieties of Modern Women

The most talented artists use music as a 
medium to capture truth and 
emotion. A song can have a 
slapping beat and set
the atmosphere for a 
party, but, to me, 
the value of good music 
lies in its ability to convey 
truths that cannot be easily 
conveyed through words 
alone. Artists like 
Kendrick Lamar and 
Frank Ocean have rightfully 
garnered praise and fame for these 
insightful qualities in their songs; 
they are what raise their work from 
good to exceptional.

 For those  who have 
been paying attention to 
music recently, SZA is a rising 
name who has increasingly 
been grouped together with these 
exceptional artists after the release of her latest album, 
Ctrl. I believe this work has received such widespread 
acclaim not only because of its musical qualities, but also 
because SZA has captured the true emotional landscape of 
the modern woman’s experiences in a way that many other 
acclaimed female artists have been unable to replicate. 

What is this quality that Ctrl possesses and other 
albums don’t? The answer can be summed up in a single 
word: vulnerability. 

Recently, the trend is for female artists to present 

themselves as bad and confident, finessing money and 
free drinks from men who are none the wiser and looking 
amazing while doing it. Think of Cardi B’s track “Bodak 
Yellow,” a song which has just risen to number one at the 
time I’m writing this article. The first line of the hook 
basically captures the idea of the song: “Lil bitch, you can’t 
fuck with me if you wanted to.” Nicki Minaj is another 
artist who embodies the powerful bad bitch archetype. 

In some ways, these ideas are empowering to women 
because they defy the passive good-girl standard 
which many young womenare unfortunately held to. 

The message that artists like Minaj and Cardi B 
are sending is that women should look to no one but 
themselves for validation. They have the ability to 
not only be equal with men, but also to gain power 
over men. They don’t need and don’t even want the 
male approval on which women previously depended.  

I’m not denying that these artists are talented; I 
personally enjoy bumping their music while getting ready 
for a night out to place myself in a confident mindset. 
Minaj has been one of my favorite artists for years 
precisely because of her badass, take-no-prisoners persona. 

However, the journey to fearlessness for most women is 
not as simple as slipping into a pair of heels and giving 
the finger to anyone who dares to disrespect you. 

The flawlessly assertive personas presented by 
these artists can inadvertently alienate the women 
they are meant to empower by presenting an 
image which they feel they may never live up to. 

This disconnect between the ideal 
of powerful confidence and the de facto 

insecurity that most women face is exactly 
what SZA captures in Ctrl, and why I think 

the album has blown up to the extent that it has. 
We are constantly preached to about self-love and self-

confidence, to the extent that feelings of self-loathing 
and insecurity can trigger guilt in women because    
they feel they are succumbing to society’s unfair standards. 
SZA explores this conundrum throughout the album, notably 
in the song “Drew Barrymore.” She addresses a man who uses 
her for sex, lamenting that it’s “hard enough you got to treat 
me like this/Lonely enough to let you treat me like this.” She 
is aware that her partner is not invested in her emotionally 
and feels hurt by his dismissal. However, she is almost more 
upset at herself for letting him manipulate her. She wishes she 
could be one of those girls who just doesn’t care about others’ 
approval, but the reality is that she still craves validation 
from a man and will accept subpar treatment to get it.

This level of vulnerability and willingness to own 
up to her insecurities is a welcome reminder to women 
that the journey to confidence is long and difficult and 
that getting hurt along the way does not make one weak. 

By laying her true feelings on the line and not feeling 
the need to present herself as a flawless bad bitch, SZA 
embodies a unique kind of strength. She admits that she is 
still influenced by the patriarchal standards of beauty and 
male approval that modern women are supposed to reject.

For female listeners, this album is a comforting 
reassurance that they are not alone in feeling left 
behind by the movement toward empowerment and 
self-confidence. She sets the example that it’s okay to 
be insecure, rather than trying to act as a beacon of 
fearlessness to which other women should aspire. I would 
recommend it to anyone who wishes they could be as 
powerful as Nicki Minaj, but has no idea how to get there.

With the help of Ctrl, I now realize that acknowledging 
weakness is powerful in itself. 

Laurel Rinehart wants to turn female readers on to an artist 
who’s not afraid to tell the truth.

                                                    

ARIES
MARCH 21 - APRIL 19

Watch out for rogue freshmen on 
their bikes. If you don’t pay close 
attention, you will experience a head-
on collision on your way to class.

TAURUS
APRIL 20 - MAY 20

Don’t miss  out on campus events this week;  
you are destined to meet someone special at 
a seemingly pointless icebreaker activity.     

GEMINI
MAY 21 - JUNE 20

 You will receive a veiled threat 
in your fortune cookie from Panda 
Express this week. Tread with caution.     

CANCER
JUNE 21 - JULY 22

Unbelievable! The Arbor ran out 
of your favorite flavor of Yerba Mate 
when you stopped  by before class. 
You have to settle for Enlightenmint.

LEO
JULY 23 - AUGUST 22

Bring your responsible friends along 
with you to parties this weekend; you will 
end up puking on a stranger’s bathroom floor.

VIRGO
AUGUST 23 - SEPTEMBER 22

You’ll go into class the first day of 
the quarter already three weeks behind 
schedule. Don’t worry, a strong B is in 
your future at the hands of a kindly TA.

LIBRA
SEPTEMBER 23 - OCTOBER 22

Find a couch to crash on this weekend. 
Your roommate’s significant other is visiting 
before the stress of long distance and the 
quarter system inevitably breaks them apart.

SCORPIO
OCTOBER 23 - NOVEMBER 21

After a long three months, summer 
hours are finally no more! Now you  can 
indulge your impulse decisions again. Like 
getting Blaze at one a.m. on a Tuesday.

SAGITTARIUS
NOVEMBER 22 - DECEMBER 21

Don’t be afraid to try a new and 
exciting public location for your next 
sexual encounter. The stars are in 
your favor for getting away scott-free!

CAPRICORN
DECEMBER 22 - JANUARY 19

You will buy a full pantry’s worth of 
groceries only to eat out in I.V. several 
nights in a row. Make better decisions.

AQUARIUS
JANUARY 20 - FEBRUARY 18

PISCES
FEBRUARY 19 - MARCH 20
 Your decision to skip first week’s 

section has bad repercussions. Your 
philosophy TA gives up your spot to 
someone on the waitlist. But fret not, 
you  find $20 in an old pair of jeans!

The Reality of Trump

Ali Abouesh

It is difficult to start a conversation about the 
president without sounding repetitive. Every week he 
gives us new reasons to call him unhinged, unprepared 
and unbelievable, yet these messages are not having an 
effect. It is impossible to impeach or even erode support 
for “Teflon Don” if nothing that is said about him sticks. 

But he is only as evasive as we allow him to be. I 
know it’s tough, but we have to break through that 
feeling of monotony and eye-rolling every time there is 
a new headline about him. Resist the urge to say, “What 
has he done now?” and try and treat every situation 
independently from one another. If the constituents 
get politically exhausted, then Trump has free reign to 
operate with impunity. Just take a close look at what 
he has actually done over the past two months and you 
will realize that what is going on is anything but normal.

Charlottesville should be a massive turning point 
in how we view this administration. It was not just 
business as usual, and it should not be treated that way. 
There were Americans advocating for the Nazi party 
in a major American city. A young woman protesting 
against them was murdered by a white supremacist. And 
the man occupying the presidency, the office we look to 
for guidance at dark moments like Charlottesville, did 
not condemn these actions. Better! He supported these 
actions, equating the anti-Nazi protesters and the Nazis 
by saying there were “very fine people on both sides.”

There was only one side committing murder in 
Charlottesville.

Another example of how morally bankrupt this 
administration is is the ordeal with DACA. At its core, 
DACA allowed people who came here as children to live 
and work in the only country they have ever known. 
It took an enormous amount of courage to trust the 
federal government, and that trust was betrayed 
under Trump. This administration used 800,000 lives 
as a political pawn in a bid to gain funding for the 
border wall. He was playing chicken and he did not 
care if he ruined 800,000 lives (and at a far lesser 
note of importance, he did not consider the economic 
repercussions). All that this presidency cared about 
was getting its absolutely moronic vanity project done. 

His summer campaign of repealing the Affordable 
Care Act and replacing it with any one of several worse 
variants is even more devastating to Americans. The 
latest variant, the Graham-Cassidy Bill, essentially 
hands all the power back to the insurance companies 
and allows them to exploit the system once again. 
Healthcare is tough task, but it makes zero sense 
to repeal a still-working system without having 
a viable replacement option.  The CBO estimates 
that millions of Americans would lose coverage 
under the new bill. Make no mistake about it: The 
Affordable Care Act has saved many lives, and taking 
it away might as well be sentencing many to death.

Trump’s most recent attack on predominately 
African-American athletes peacefully protesting 
police brutality against African Americans has been 
incredibly divisive. At its core it is clearly a ploy 
to distract from the healthcare vote and inaction 
regarding Puerto Rico. But the disconnect between 
taking a knee during the national anthem and the 
heinous actions that happened in Charlottesville 
could not be wider. The fact that the president 
reduced the individuals protesting against excessive 
police violence and racial inequality to “sons of 
bitches” is incredibly telling of the psychological id 
of this current administration. Let us be clear. These 
athletes are not protesting the national anthem or the 
military but rather the long-standing marginalization 

that African-American communities have faced.
This is a president who has no goals other than 

maintaining his grip on power and feeding his ego. 
It was never about “Making America Great Again.” 
It was about making Donald Trump great again. 
He is failing America by stripping away healthcare 
which consequently means stripping away millions of 
American lives. He is failing America by feeding and 
stoking the fire of the racial tensions that divides us. He 
is failing America by ruining the institutions and ideals 
which make this country great: freedom of speech, 
freedom of religion and due process (his pardoning of 
Sheriff Joe Arpaio speaks to this). Above all he has 
spit in the face of the idea that everyone has a chance 
to make it in this country and that we are all equal.

It is so easy to be overwhelmed by all the static 
noise that is going on in Washington, and that is 
understandable. However, we must sift through 
the rubble and clutter and be critical of this 
administration. Standing idly by while the president 
and co. dismantle all that makes this country great is 
unacceptable. We owe it to ourselves to maintain the 
sanctity of the Oval Office and the executive branch 
because this administration cannot be trusted to 
maintain the high standards that the office entails.

Ali Abouesh encourages you to always watch over 
what your elected politicians are doing with a close eye.

SIERRA DEAK / DAILY NEXUS

It was never about 
“Making America Great 
Again.” It was about 
making Donald Trump 
great again.                     ” 

“

By laying her true feelings 
on the line and not feeling 
the need to present herself 
as a flawless bad bitch, SZA 
embodies a unique kind of 
strength.                    ” 

“

PEYTON STOTELMYRE / DAILY NEXUS

You will establish an un-assigned 
assigned seat in class, only to have it 
stolen next week. Better luck next time!
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